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[57] ABSTRACI 
An apparatus moving a workpiece onto and off of a 
working station without stopping the conveying line or 
the conveying carrier. A loading carrier lifts the work 
piece off the conveying carrier at a receiving station 
and transfers it to a jig table over the conveying line. 
After the operation at the working station is completed, 
an unloading carrier takes the workpiece off the jig 
table to a delivering position where it is set upon the 
empty conveying carrier which in the meantime had 
passed under the jig table. 

4 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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WORKPIECE CONVEYING APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a workpiece conveying ap 
paratus wherein a workpiece such as a motorcar body 
or the like is conveyed along on a conveying line 
through a working station for an assembly procedure 
such as door assembling or the like provided in the 
middle of the conveying line. 

In a usual workpiece conveying apparatus, the con 
veying member for conveying a workpiece such as a 
conveying carrier or the like stops at each working 
station for a predetermined work to be applied to the 
workpiece at that station. Such an arrangement has 
been hitherto known with this type apparatus that, in 
order that the travelling movement of the whole of the 
conveyor may not be stopped during the working on 
the workpiece, idle stations are provided at the front 
and the rear of thelworking station. A conveying dis 
tance corresponding to the working time may be gained 
or compensated by disconnecting the conveying mem 
ber from the whole of the conveyor, giving the convey 
ing member a quick feeding at each of the idle stations, 
and reconnecting the conveying member to the con 
veyor. This arrangement, however, is inconvenient in 
that the feeding mechanism for the conveying member 
is divided to separate at each idle station and becomes 
complicated in construction. 

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention has as an object, the elimina 
tion of the inconvenience mentioned above, that is, the 
elimination of the need for dividing the feeding mecha 
nism for the conveying member and necessary compli 
cated construction thereof. 

This invention can enable the working at the working 
station to be carried out without stopping the ?owing 
movement of the whole of the conveyor including the 
conveying member even though no idle station is pro 
vided. 
The above object is obtained in a workpiece convey 

ing apparatus for use with a conveying line having 
conveying members moving therealong through a 
working station for performing an operation on the 
workpiece. A jig table at the working station extends 
laterally across the conveying line and is adapted to 
support the workpiece during the performing of the 
operation. The jig table has sufficient clearance in a 
lower space under the jig table for the conveying mem 
ber to pass thereunder. A loading carrier and an unload 
ing carrier which are interconnected in front and rear 
relationship are disposed on each end of the conveying 
line so as to be movable to reciprocate between the 
working station and their respective front and rear sta 
tions. Each of the carriers on each side is provided with 
a workpiece receiving means movable upwards and 
downwards so that a workpiece loaded on the convey 
ing member moving along the conveying line may be 
supported, at a predetermined receiving position in 
front of the working station, by the workpiece receiving 
means of the loading carrier and conveyed to and set on 
the jig table, and, in the meanwhile, a workpiece on the 
jig table having the working operation completed 
thereon may be supported by the workpiece receiving 
means of the unloading carrier and conveyed to a pre 
determined receiving position beyond the working sta 
tion and be put on the conveying member in an empty 
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2 
condition which has already travelled through the 
lower space under the jig table to the rear portion 
thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above and other objects and the attendant advan 
tages of the present invention will become readily ap 
parent by reference to the following detailed descrip 
tion in consideration and in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a top plan view of one embodiment of this 

invention; 
FIG. 2 is a side view thereof; 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view thereof taken along the line 

III-III in FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 4 is a side view on a larger scale of a detail of the 

apparatus. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

One embodiment of this invention applied to the 
assembling of a vehicle door with a vehicle body will be 
explained with reference to the accompanying draw 
mgs: . 

Referring to the drawings, a conveying line 1 for a 
vehicle body a, that is, a workpiece, is provided with a 
working station 2 in the middle of the line 1. A plurality 
of conveying carriers 3, 3, . . . , that is, conveying mem 
bers for conveying a workpiece are disposed with 
proper intervals therebetween on the conveying line 1 
and are arranged to be moved by a trolley-type feeding 
mechanism 4. On such an apparatus, the vehicle body a 
conveyed by each carrier 3 may be assembled at the 
working station 2 with a door b through a door assem 
bling means 5 provided on each outside of the working 
station 2. The door assembling means 5 includes a door 
set jig 5a, a door fastening head 5b, and a door introduc 
ing means 50 for introducing a door b into the door set 
jig 5a for setting the same thereon. 

According to the characteristic features of this inven 
tion, a jig table 6 having various kinds of positioning 
members 6a, 6a, . . . for setting a workpiece is provided 
at the working station 2 and extends across over the 
conveying line 1 so that each conveying carrier 3 may 
move through a lower space under the jig table 6 from 
the front portion of the jig table 6 to the rearward por 
tion thereof. 
A jig table loading carrier 7 and a jig table unloading 

carrier 8 which are interconnected in front and rear 
relationship are disposed on each side of the conveying 
line 1 so as to be movable to reciprocate between the 
working station 2 and respective front and rear posi 
tions thereof. A pair of front and rear receiving mem 
bers 7a, 7a for supporting the vehicle body a from 
below at side portions of a lower surface thereof are 
provided on the loading carrier 7 was to be movable ' 
upwards and downwards to lift the vehicle body a off of 
the conveying carrier 3 and to set it on the jig table 6. 
Similarly a pair of front and rear receiving members 80, 
8a for supporting the vehicle body a from below at side 
portions of a lower surface thereof are provided on the 
unloading carrier 8 so as to be movable upwards and 
downwards to lift the vehicle body a with door b off of 
the jig table 6 and to set it back onto the same conveying 
carrier 3. 
More in detail, the loading carrier 7 and the unload 

ing carrier 8 are disposed at a proper interval therebe 
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tween in front and rear directions of the working station 
2. A pair of inner and outer rails 9, 9 are disposed on 
each side of the conveying line 1 and extend between a 
predetermined receiving position A in front of the 
working station 2 and a predetermined delivering posi 
tion B in rear of the working station 2. The two carriers 
7, 8 on each side ride on the pair of inner and outer rails 
9, 9 and are interconnected through a rack 10 extending 
therebetween. The turning, in either direction, of a 
pinion 11 meshed with the rack 10 as shown in FIG. 4 
reciprocates the loading carrier 7 between the receiving 
position A and the working station 2, and, at the same 
time, reciprocates the unloading carrier 8 between the 
working station 2 and the delivering station B. The 
carriers 7, 8 are provided with respective X-shaped link 
type lift mechanisms 7b, 8b. The foregoing receiving 
members 7a, 7a, 8a, 8a are supported on the respective 
lift mechanisms 7b, 8b, so that those receiving members 
70, 7a, 8a, 80 may be moved upwards and downwards 
by respective operation cylinders 7c, 8c for the respec 
tive lift mechanisms 71), 8b. 
A controller (not shown) is provided for timing and 

operating the operation cylinders 7c, 80 and for rotating 
the pinion 11 in the appropriate direction and at an 
appropriate speed. Any person skilledin the art could 
devise the controller as an electro-hydraulic system, a 
hydraulic system, and/or a combined hydraulic, elec 
tric, and mechanical system perhaps controlled by a 
computer as long as it can carry out the operations 
disclosed below. 

Next, the operation of the foregoing apparatus will be 
explained as follows: 

First, the loading carriers 7, 7 on the right and the left 
are positioned to wait for a conveying member at the 
receiving position A. When the conveying member 3 
arrives at the position A, the workpiece receiving mem 
bers 7a, 7a of the loading carrier 7 on each side are 
elevated. The vehicle body a on the conveying carrier 3 
is supported on'the workpiece receiving members 7a, 7a 
on each side and is lifted off of the carrier 3. The loading 
carrier 7 is moved rapidly to the working station 2 by 
rotation of the pinion 11. The vehicle body a is then 
transferred and set onto the jig table 6. The vehicle 
body a is assembled with the door b at the working 
station 2. During this assembling by reverse rotation of 
the pinion 11, the loading carriers 7, 7 are returned to 
the receiving position.A for being ready to await the 
next conveying member at that position, and in con 
junction therewith the unloading carriers 8, 8 on the 
right and the left are moved to the working station 2 for 
waiting. 
During this operation, the travelling speed of the 

loading carrier 7 on each side is set to be higher than the 
travelling speed of the conveying carrier 3. An interval 
between the adjacent conveying carriers 3, 3 is set to be 
a proper amount so that, at the time of completion of the 
assembling, the next conveying carrier 3 arrives at the 
receiving position A. Thus, after the completion of the 
assembling, the workpiece receiving members 8a, 8a of 
the unloading carrier 8 on each side are elevated so that 
the vehicle body a ?nished with the assembling work on 
the jig table 6 is supported on the receiving members 8, 
8, and lifted off of the jig table 6. At the same time, the 
receiving members 70, 7a of the loading carrier 7 on 
each side are elevated so that the next vehicle body a on 
the next conveying carrier 3 is supported on those re 
ceiving members 7a, 7a and lifted off of that carrier 3. 
Under this condition, the loading carriers 7, 7 carrying 
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4 
the next vehicle body are moved to the working station 
2, and the unloading carriers 8, 8, carrying the ?nished 
vehicle body a are moved to the delivering position B. 
The next vehicle body a is transferred to and set onto 
the jig table 6, and the ?nished vehicle body a is low 
ered and put onto the initial, empty conveying carrier 3 
which has travelled through the lower space under the 
jig table 6, during the time when the vehicle body a is 
transferred on the loading carriers 7, 7, is subjected to 
the assembling and is transferred on the unloading carri 
ers 8, 8. Thereafter, the foregoing operations are re 
peated in succession. Thereby assembly of the door b to 
the vehicle body a can be carried out continuously in 
succession without stopping the moving of the convey 
ing carrier 3. 

Thus, according to this invention, the workpiece set 
on the conveying member moving along on the convey 
ing line may be conveyed from the receiving position in 
front of the working station, in order to be transferred 
to and set onto the jig table provided on the working 
station, by means of the loading carrier having the 
workpiece receiving means movable upwards and 
downwards, and in the meanwhile, the workpiece ?n 
ished with the working operation on the jig table may 
be conveyed for being transferred onto the conveying 
carrier in an empty condition, which has travelled 
through the lower space under the jig table, at the deliv 
ering position in the rear of the working station, by 
means of the unloading carrier having the workpiece 
receiving means which is movable upwards and down 
wards. In this manner, the workpiece can be conveyed, 
while subjected to the predetermined working at the 
working station, without providing an idle station and 
without stopping the moving of the conveying member. 
Thus, the feeding mechanism for the conveying mem 
bers can be united with the whole length of the convey 
ing line, and may be simple in construction. I 
The present invention may be embodied in other 

speci?c forms without departing from the spirit or es 
sential characteristics thereof. The presently disclosed 
embodiments are, therefore, to be considered in all re 
spects as illustrative and not restrictive, the scope of the 
invention being indicated by the appended claims, 
rather than the foregoing description, and all changes 
which come within the meaning and range of equiva 
lency of the claims are, therefore, to be embraced 
therein. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A workpiece conveying apparatus for use with a 

conveying line having conveying members moving 
therealong through a working station for performing an 
operation on the workpiece comprising, 

a jig table at the working station extending laterally 
across the conveying line and being adapted to 
stationarily support the workpiece during the per 
forming of the operation, said jig table having suffi 
cient clearance therebeneath for the conveying 
member to pass thereunder, 

a loading carrier reciprocatingly movable between a 
receiving position in front of the working station 
along the conveying line and the jig table, 

an unloading carrier reciprocatingly movable be 
tween the jig table and a delivering position be 
yond the working station along ‘the conveying line, 

means interconnecting the loading carrier and the 
unloading carrier for reciprocating them simulta 
neously between the receiving position and the jig 
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table and the jig table and the delivering position, 
respectively, 

each of the loading carrier and the unloading carrier 
having workpiece receiving means for receiving a 
workpiece to be moved, each workpiece receiving 5 
means being movable up and down and having 
vertical moving means, for raising and lowering a 
workpiece supported thereon, 

whereby a workpiece loaded on one conveying mem 
ber can be lifted off of the conveying member at 
the receiving position by the loading carrier and 
transferred to and set onto the jig table at the same 
time as a workpiece on the jig table having had the 
operation completed thereon can be lifted off of the 
jig table by the unloading carrier and transferred to 
the delivering position and set upon the empty 
conveying member which has continued to travel 
along the conveying line under the jig table while 
the operation was being performed. 

2. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 20 
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link type lift mechanisms, and operation cylinders oper 
atively associated therewith, and the respective work 
piece receiving means are provided on the respective 
lift mechanisms so that the receiving means may be 
moved upwards and downwards by the respective op 
eration cylinders for the respective lift mechanisms. 

3. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, further com 
prising rails positioned on a ?oor portion on opposite 
lateral sides of said conveying line extending longitudi 
nally thereof, said unloading carrier and said loading 
carrier riding on said rails, and wherein said workpiece 
receiving means on said loading carrier and said unload 
ing carrier each include means for supporting the work 
piece at both side portions of a bottom surface thereof. 

4. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
means interconnecting the loading carrier and the un 
loading carrier for reciprocating them simultanesouly 
comprises a rack interconnecting said carriers and ex 
tending therebetween and a pinion driving said rack to 
reciprocate the rack and the carriers. 
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